Abstract. In this survey article, we focus on graphs and complexes arising from quotients of the Bruhat-Tits buildings associated to PGL 2 (F ) and PGL 3 (F ), respectively. As such, the combinatorial objects, like vertices, edges and chambers, are parametrized algebraically by cosets, and the combinatorial adjacency operators can be interpreted as operators supported on suitable double cosets acting on certain L 2 -spaces. The algebraic structure provides links to group theory and number theory. We show interesting connections between combinatorics and number theory, mainly through zeta functions.
Introduction
Let F be a nonarchimedean local field with q elements in its residue field. In this review article, we focus on regular graphs and complexes arising from quotients by discrete torsion-free cocompact subgroups of PGL 2 (F ) and PGL 3 (F ), respectively. As such, the combinatorial objects, like vertices, edges and chambers, are parametrized algebraically by cosets, and the combinatorial adjacency operators can be interpreted as operators supported on suitable double cosets acting on certain L 2 -spaces. The algebraic structure provides links to group theory and number theory. The emphasis of this paper is to draw interesting connections between combinatorics and number theory, mainly through zeta functions.
The graph zeta function is defined as a function counting tailless geodesic cycles of given lengths in a graph, analogous to the curve zeta function which counts points in finite extensions of the base (finite)
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field. Both can be expressed as an infinite product, and both are rational functions. However, there is a major difference: the Riemann hypothesis holds for all smooth projective curves, while combinatorially it holds precisely for Ramanujan graphs. These properties have been known for twenty years.
On the other hand, despite several attempts [6, 7, 8] , the complex zeta function with similar properties was not defined until the work of Kang-Li [23] . Like the graph zeta function, the complex zeta function counts a certain type of geodesic cycles of given lengths in a complex. It has the following nice features:
(1) It is a rational function with a closed form expression; (2) It provides topological and spectral information of the complex; (3) The complex is Ramanujan if and only if its zeta function satisfies the Riemann Hypothesis. As we shall see in §9, the complex zeta identity bears striking resemblance to graph zeta identity, and it is also analogous to the surface zeta function. This paper is organized as follows. The zeta function for a variety defined over a finite field is recalled in §2, followed by a brief review of modular curves in §3. In §4 we recall the spectral theory for regular graphs, leading to the definition of Ramanujan graphs as spectrally optimal graphs. The zeta function of a graph is introduced in §5, where we discuss Ihara's and Hashimoto's results (Theorems 5.2.1 and 5.3.1), yielding a graph zeta function identity (5.1) expressed in terms of the vertex and edge adjacency operators. In §6 we see that for regular graphs arising from PGL 2 (F ), connections to automorphic forms and modular curves can be drawn. This is showcased by an elegant identity of Hashimoto (Theorem 6.3.2), linking the class numbers of the graph, the quaternion algebra, and the function field of the modular curve. It is natural to ask how graphs and associated zeta functions vary with the base field F . Some open questions of this nature are raised in §7. In §8 we introduce combinatorial objects and operators on the Bruhat-Tits building B 3 associated to PGL 3 (F ) and their algebraic parametrizations using cosets. The main results on the zeta function attached to a finite quotient of B 3 are summarized in §9. Both graphs and complexes considered in this paper arise as quotients by discrete torsion-free cocompact subgroups Γ of PGL n (F ), (n = 2 or 3), and their zeta functions are defined combinatorially in terms of cycles. In the final section §10, we discuss and compare connections between the zeta function and the group Γ.
The reader is referred to [28] for some omitted details.
2. Zeta functions of varieties 2.1. Let V be a smooth irreducible projective variety of dimension d defined over a finite field F q of q elements. The zeta function of V counts the number N n = #V (F q n ) of F q n −rational points on V . More precisely, it is defined as
which can also be expressed as an infinite product v closed pts
.
Recall that a closed point is the Galois orbit of a point x on V with coordinates in an algebraic closure of F q ; it consists of points on V which are conjugate to x. The number of points in the closed point v is called the degree of v, denoted by deg v. The celebrated Weil conjectures [37] state that the zeta function Z V (u) is a rational function with coefficients in Z, and it satisfies the Riemann Hypothesis. The rationality was first proved by Dwork [12] . Motivated by the Weil conjectures, in 1960's Grothendieck laid general geometric foundation in a series of lecture notes [2, 16, 10] , in which a more detailed expression of the zeta function as a rational function was obtained:
where
is the characteristic polynomial of the Frobenius element acting on the ith l-adicétale cohomology of V . The constant term of P i (u) is always 1. The Riemann Hypothesis, proved by Hasse [19] and Weil [36] for curves and Deligne [9] for varieties in general, asserts that if P i (u) = 1, then its roots have absolute value equal to q −i/2 for 0 ≤ i ≤ 2d. The reader is referred to the book by Freitag and Kiehl [14] for a more comprehensive treatment of the subject.
2.2.
When V is a curve of genus g, its zeta function has the form
,
Since α j andᾱ j occur simultaneously, we have combined them to get a quadratic factor as shown; further the α j 's have absolute value q 1/2 , hence the real number λ j = α j +ᾱ j satisfies the absolute value bound |λ j | ≤ 2q 1/2 . It is well-known that (see, for example, Theorem 1 in Chapter 5 of [29], p. 75)
which is the class number of the function field of V . 
The quotient Γ 0 (N )\H compactified by adding cusps is the modular curve X 0 (N ). It is well-known that X 0 (N ) is a smooth projective curve defined over Q of genus g = g 0 (N ). Further, X 0 (N ) has good reductions at the primes p N (cf. [20] ), with the same genus (see §10.4, Prop. 11 in [33] ).
3.2.
The space S 2 (Γ 0 (N )) of weight 2 cusp forms for Γ 0 (N ) has dimension g 0 (N ). By the work of Hecke, this space is simultaneously diagonalized by the Hecke operators T p for all p N .
3.3. Now choose a prime p N and let V = X 0 (N ) mod p be the reduction. By Eichler-Shimura congruence relations [13] , the λ j 's occurring in the numerator P V (u) of Z V (u) are the eigenvalues of T p on S 2 (Γ 0 (N )).
Spectra of regular graphs and Ramanujan graphs
4.1. To a finite undirected graph X we attach the adjacency matrix A, whose rows and columns are indexed by the vertices of X such that the ij entry records the number of edges from the vertex i to the vertex j. The eigenvalues of A are called the spectrum of the graph. Since X is undirected, the matrix A is symmetric and hence eigenvalues are real. If X is (q + 1)-regular, its eigenvalues lie in the interval [−q − 1, q + 1]. Further, q + 1 is always an eigenvalue and −(q + 1) is an eigenvalue if and only if X is a bipartite graph. These are called trivial eigenvalues of X. In order to study the distribution of the remaining (nontrivial) eigenvalues, denote by λ + (X) the largest eigenvalue < q + 1, and by λ − (X) the smallest eigenvalue > −(q + 1). We are interested in the behavior of λ ± , that is, the spread of nontrivial eigenvalues.
4.2.
Let X j be a family of (q + 1)-regular graphs with |X j | → ∞ as j → ∞. For λ + (X j ), the following result is well-known:
Theorem 4.1 (Alon-Boppana, see [1] and Prop. 4.2 of [30] ). lim inf
The symmetric statement for λ − does not hold unconditionally. A mild assumption is needed. [26] ). Assume the length of the shortest odd cycle in X j tends to infinity as j → ∞. Then
In view of the above theorems, the Ramanujan graphs are spectrally optimal.
The universal cover of (q + 1)-regular graphs is the infinite (q + 1)-regular tree T . To this infinite graph, we associate the adjacency operator A acting on the space of L 2 -functions on vertices of T . The operator spectrum of
. Thus a graph is Ramanujan if and only if all of its nontrivial eigenvalues fall in the spectrum of its universal cover.
4.4.
Extending this viewpoint to higher dimensional complexes, we define a Ramanujan complex in a similar way in [27], where higher dimensional Ramanujan complexes were explicitly constructed.
Zeta functions of graphs
5.1. The zeta function of a finite graph X counts the number of geodesic tailless cycles in X. Recall that a cycle in a graph is oriented and has a starting point. It is called tailless if it remains a geodesic regardless the initial point. It is primitive if it is not obtained by tracing a shorter cycle more than once. Two cycles are equivalent if one is obtained from the other by shifting the starting point. Denote by N n the number of tailless geodesic cycles in X of length n. The precise definition of the graph zeta function of X, first introduced by Ihara, is
where [C] runs through all equivalence classes of primitive geodesic tailless cycles C in X, and l(C) is the length of C. The equality of the two expressions results from comparing logarithmic derivatives of both functions.
If we regard each cycle as a "point" and each equivalence class as an "orbit", then the size of the equivalence class of a primitive cycle C is equal to the length of C. With this viewpoint, the zeta functions of graphs and varieties are quite alike. Thus it is not surprising that they share some common properties.
5.2.
Similar to zeta functions of curves, zeta functions of graphs are rational functions with coefficients in Z. This was first shown by Ihara for regular graphs.
Theorem 5.1 (Ihara, [21] ). Let X be a finite (q + 1)-regular graph with vertex set V and edge set E. Then its zeta function Z(X, u) is a rational function of the form
#V is the Euler characteristic of X and A is the (vertex) adjacency matrix of X.
This result extends to arbitrary finite undirected graphs, see [3] and [34] and the references therein.
Note that the numerator of the graph zeta function gives topological information, namely, the Euler characteristic of the graph, while the denominator gives the spectral information of the graph. Note also that the fundamental group π 1 (X, pt) with a base point of the graph X is free of rank 1 − χ(X).
The Ramanujan condition on X can be rephrased as nontrivial poles of Z(X, u) having absolute value q −1/2 ; in this case we say that its zeta function Z(X, u) satisfies the Riemann Hypothesis (RH). This indicates that the graph zeta functions are analogous to curve zeta functions on the one hand. On the other hand, RH always holds for curves, but it is not so for regular graphs. In fact, RH characterizes Ramanujan graphs.
Endow two opposite orientations on each edge of
Combined with Ihara's theorem, we obtain the following identity for a (q + 1)-regular graph X:
6. Connections with number theory 6.1. When q = p r is a prime power, the (q + 1)-regular tree can be interpreted as a homogeneous space as follows. Choose a nonarchimedean local field F with q elements in its residue field. Denote by O F its ring of integers and π a uniformizer. The (q + 1)-regular tree T can be identified with
Under this identification, we can express the combinatorial objects algebraically. The vertices of the tree are parametrized by PGL 2 (O F )-cosets, and the vertex adjacency operator A is the Hecke operator on the double coset
The group PGL 2 (F ) acts transitively on the vertices by left translations and preserves adjacency. There is an edge between vertices 
Theorem 6.1 (Ihara [21] ). A discrete torsion-free cocompact subgroup Γ of PGL 2 (F ) is free of rank 1 − χ(X Γ ).
To prove this theorem, Ihara showed that Γ is the fundamental group of the graph X Γ . In fact, the graph zeta function originated from this setting; in this case, the equivalence classes [C] of tailless primitive geodesics are parametrized by the primitive conjugacy classes of Γ. It was Serre ([31] ) who observed that the definition can be phrased for general graphs.
6.2. Let K be a global field such that F is the completion of K at a nonarchimedean place v, that is, F = K v . Assume K is totally real if F has characteristic zero. Let D be a quaternion algebra over K unramified at v and ramified at all places at ∞ if K is a number field. The unramified condition of D at v implies that D × (K v ) mod center is isomorphic to PGL 2 (K v ). Let Γ be the v-integral (i.e., integral everywhere but v) units in D × (K) mod center, or a congruence subgroup of this group. Since
For such Γ, functions on X Γ = Γ\PGL 2 (K v )/PGL 2 (O v ) can be interpreted as automorphic forms for D × mod center by using strong approximation theorem; those perpendicular to the constant functions can be further identified with cuspidal automorphic forms for PGL 2 over K under the Jacquet-Langlands correspondence, as explained in the last chapter of [22] . The Hecke operator T v acts on these cusp forms and its eigenvalues have absolute values at most 2q 1/2 , resulting from the Ramanujan conjecture established by Deligne [9] for K = Q, Brylinski-Labesse [5] and Blasius [4] for K totally real, and Drinfeld for K any function field [11] .
Thus X Γ is a Ramanujan graph. If Γ is torsion free, then the graph has no loops and no multiple edges, while if Γ is not torsion free, then loops and/or multiple edges may occur. We obtain a Ramanujan graph X Γ with vertex adjacency operator A = T p , the Hecke operator at p. Hashimoto [17] had shown that when ≡ 1 (mod 12), Γ is torsion-free. The zeta function of the modular curve V = X 0 ( ) mod p discussed in §2.2 has numerator
In the above expression, the numerator is equal to the product of 1 − λu + pu 2 over eigenvalues λ of A, and the quotient simply means that the factor corresponding to the trivial eigenvalue p + 1 is removed so that the remaining eigenvalues come from the weight 2 cusp forms for Γ 0 ( ). See Theorem 7.11 in Chap. 7 of [32] . On the other hand, the class number of the quaternion algebra D is equal to |X Γ | = 1 + g 0 ( ), where g 0 ( ) is the genus of X 0 ( ).
On the combinatorial side, the number of spanning trees in a graph X is called the class number κ(X) of the graph. Hashimoto showed that the class number of X is a special value of the denominator of the zeta function of X:
When X = X Γ , this gives a beautiful relation on three class numbers. 7.3. A curve V defined over F q is also defined over F q n for integer n ≥ 1; denote this curve by V n . Then
This is Theorem 1 in Chap. 6 of [29] . Let D be a quaternion algebra over K = F q (x) ramified at ∞ and unramified at 0. Let F = K 0 = F q ((x)). Let K n = F q n (x) and suppose D is also a quaternion algebra over K n , which we denote by D n to distinguish the base field. As in §6.2, let Γ (resp. Γ n ) be the 0-integral elements in D(K) × mod center (resp. D n (K n ) × mod center) so that we obtain two graphs
and
. Is there any relation between the graphs X Γ and X Γn , and their zeta functions?
8. The Bruhat-Tits building attached to PGL 3 (F ) 8.1. Let F be a nonarchimedean local field as in §6. For convenience, write G for PGL 3 (F ) and K for PGL 3 (O F ). The Bruhat-Tits building is B 3 = G/K. It is a 2-dimensional simply connected simplicial complex consisting of vertices, edges, and chambers. The Iwahori subgroup B consists of elements in K congruent to upper triangular matrices mod π, and the parahoric subgroup E consists of elements in K whose last row mod π is a multiple of the row vector (0, 0, 1). They satisfy the relation K ⊃ E ⊃ B. Like the tree T , we can parametrize combinatorial objects on B 3 algebraically in terms of K-, E-and B-cosets. More precisely, the vertices of B 3 are parametrized by the K-cosets. Each vertex gK has a type τ (gK) = ord π det g (mod 3), adjacent vertices have different types, and the three vertices in a chamber have distinct types. The type of an edge gK → g K is τ (g K)−τ (gK) = 1 or 2. Call g K a type 1 or 2 neighbor of gK, accordingly. Each undirected edge in B 3 has a unique orientation to make it a type 1 edge. The E-cosets parametrize the type 1 edges, and hence also those with reverse orientation, namely the type 2 edges. A chamber together with a choice of one of its three vertices is called a directed chamber. The directed chambers are parametrized by B-cosets.
8.2. Now we discuss the operators on B 3 . Acting on the vertices are the two Hecke operators A 1 and A 2 . Algebraically they can be expressed as operators supported on K-double cosets and acting on L 2 (G/K). Combinatorially, A i , i = 1, 2, is the adjacency matrix of type i neighbors of vertices.
The parahoric operator L E is supported on an E-double coset and acting on L 2 (G/E). Combinatorially, it is the type one edge adjacency matrix : the neighbors of the type one edge u → v are the type one edges v → w such that u, v, w do not form a chamber. Its transpose L t E is the type two edge adjacency matrix.
The Iwahori-Hecke operator L B is supported on a B-double coset and acting on L 2 (G/B). Combinatorially, it is the adjacency matrix of directed chambers: The neighbors of a directed chamber (C, u) with three distinct vertices u, v, w and a type 1 edge v → w are (C , v) where the chambers C share the edge v → w. See [23] for detailed definitions of these operators algebraically.
9. Zeta functions of finite quotients of B 3 9.1. Similar to graphs, the finite complexes we consider are
where Γ is a torsion-free discrete subgroup of G with compact quotient and ord π det Γ ⊂ 3Z so that Γ identifies vertices of the same type. For instance, division algebras of degree 3 yield many such Γ's.
Our goal is to define a suitable zeta function, which counts geodesic cycles up to homotopy in X Γ , and which has the following properties:
• It is a rational function with a closed form expression;
• It provides topological and spectral information of the complex; • The complex is Ramanujan if and only if its zeta function satisfies the Riemann Hypothesis. Described below is joint work with Ming-Hsuan Kang [23] , where zeta functions with these three properties are constructed.
9.2. The type 1 edge zeta function of X Γ is defined as
where [C] runs through the equivalence classes of primitive tailless geodesic cycles in X Γ consisting of type 1 edges. It is not hard to prove
9.3. A sequence of edge-adjacent chambers is called a gallery. The chamber zeta function of X Γ is defined as
where [G] runs through the equivalence classes of primitive geodesic type 1 closed galleries in X Γ .
9.4. Note that the type 1 cycles traveled in reverse direction are the type 2 cycles, while the length is doubled. The zeta function of X Γ is defined to be
, where [C] runs through the equivalence classes of primitive tailless geodesic cycles in X Γ consisting of edges of the same type.
Summarized below are our main results on zeta function arising from finite quotients of B 3 .
(a) Z(X Γ , u) is a rational function with closed form [24] that this has two more equivalent statements in terms of other operators:
(ii) the nontrivial zeros of det(I − L E u) have absolute values q −1 and q −1/2 ; (iii) the nontrivial zeros of det(I + L B u) have absolute values 1, q −1/2 and q −1/4 . Z(X Γ , u) is said to satisfy the Riemann Hypothesis if the nontrivial zeros of det(I −A 1 u+qA 2 u 2 −q 3 u 3 I) and det(I +L B u) are as described in (i) and (iii). In view of Table 1 in [24] , this is equivalent to Z(X Γ , u) having no poles of absolute value equal to q −3/2 or q 3/4 . (2) The zeta identity can be reformulated in terms of operators:
, which bears striking resemblance to the identity (5.1) for graph zeta functions.
(3) The original proof in [23] used the combinatorial interpretation of the operators. By regarding the operators as acting on various L 2 spaces, in [24] Kang-Li-Wang gave a totally different representationtheoretical proof of the theorem.
(4) The zeta identity for 2-dimensional complexes is analogous to the surface zeta functions. Indeed, there is a connection to zeta functions of modular surfaces discussed in [25] similar to the connection we saw in §6.3 between graph zeta functions and zeta functions of modular curves.
10. Connections between zeta function and Γ Let F be a local field as before and let Γ be a discrete torsion-free cocompact subgroup of PGL n (F ). The 1-and 2-dimensional complexes considered above are expressed as
for n = 2, 3, respectively. The zeta function for X Γ is defined combinatorially. There is a close connection with the group Γ, which, however, differs between graphs and complexes. We compare them below.
10.1. The case n = 2.
• Every element in Γ has two eigenvalues in F ;
• The primitive equivalence classes [C] of geodesic tailless cycles C correspond bijectively to the primitive conjugacy classes [γ] of Γ (cf. [34] );
• If [C] corresponds to [γ] , then the length l(C) = n is the unique nonnegative integer such that γ ∈ PGL 2 (O F ) 1 0 0 π n PGL 2 (O F ).
10.2. The case n = 3. The following facts were shown in [23] .
• Every element in Γ has one or three eigenvalues in F ;
• Γ contains elements having only one eigenvalue in F ;
• 
